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SAÓ Viajes Naturales is one of the first

sustainable travel operators in Spain.

Green Travel Spain is the brand of SAÓ as

an incoming travel agency for those who

want to discover the most sustainable

Spain. They were created in response to

the need to reverse the negative impact of

tourism on destinations through the

marketing of plans and trips related to the

preservation of resources, social

development in less favoured destinations,

health, wellbeing... collaborating with hosts 

that comply with ecological and social

values and good environmental practices.

Travel Manager services for companies

with a conscience. We manage travel for

executives, employees and clients of

companies that are aware of

environmental and social sustainability.

We apply premises linked to the

sustainable and ethical tourism practices

and we promote its practice through

incentives designed for companies.

ABOUT
GREEN TRAVEL SPAIN



Find with Green Travel Spain the most ecological, sustainable and socially responsible

proposals through experiences designed and managed for incentives for executives,

employees and/or clients.

Event spaces capable of responding to the principles of sustainability and social responsibility

associated with Green Travel Sp ain.

Attractive experiences that also provide social, healthy, environmental values, etc., that achieve

the objective of motivating the beneficiaries while at the same time provoking their interest and

interest and involvement in issues associated with the environment, health and society. 

Proposals that, in addition, respond to high levels of quality and professionalism in both

infrastructures and services, without forgetting in infrastructures and services, without

forgetting the preservation of the environment.

We suggest

•

•

•

THE GREENEST INCENTIVES WITH
GREEN TRAVEL SPAIN



E X C L U S I V E  P R O P O S A L S

D I S C O V E R



A proposal of fresh and modern Mediterranean

cuisine, to enjoy gastronomy in a privileged

setting in the heart of the orchard or in the

heart of Valencia. From the hand of our local

chefs, whose professional activity revolves

around the kitchen and its dissemination, with

gastronomic culture, sustainable cuisine and

proximity as its axis.

Purchase or presentation of typical
Valencian cuisine products.

Cooking demonstration in an exclusive 
exclusive space

Typical snack

Lunch or dinner

Recipes

"We are what
we eat"

Feuerbach.

1.IMMERSION IN MEDITERRANEAN
CUISINE



Flying in a balloon is a unique, different

experience. It is an adventure, a gift for the

senses. It gives you an attitude towards life that

encourages you to be more creative, innovative

and curious. We will combine it with workshops

to improve skills and group behaviour. Outdoor

activities encourage team spirit and cooperation

between people. You will share a challenge that

will unite the team and generate trust, closeness

and mutual knowledge.

“You will fly. All the
sky will be yours”

Luís Sepúlveda.

Training design

½ day training workshop

Breakfast, hot-air balloon flight, toast with cava 

in nature, typical lunch, flight certificates 

flight certificates, photos of the activity

Conclusions and follow-up

Final report

Corporate video

2. HOT AIR BALLOON COACHING
ACTIVITY



We have prepared an experience in which you

can enjoy one of the most beautiful greenways

in Spain without making a titanic effort,

downhill, on a route full of bridges and tunnels,

and then rest in a wonderful 100% ecological

accommodation where you can regain your

strength with dinners made with local products,

some of them from your own garden. A place of

absolute disconnection to forget the daily stress.

“Keeping the balance
in order to move

forward"
Albert Einstein.

Possibility of meeting room

Coffee Break

Menu with own and local products Transfer from

Jérica to Barracas, BTT bike or trekking

equipped

Repair kit

Tools

3. MOUNTAIN BIKING GETAWAY IN
ECO-ACCOMMODATION



Discover the secrets of the oil extracted from a

farm of organically farmed olive trees in the

interior of the province of Valencia. Participate

as a group in the harvesting of olives,

accompany them in the milling process and

taste their juice in a tasting to capture all their

nuances. You can enjoy a delicious meal in a

farmhouse where the protagonist will be the

olive oil.

“What olive oil I put
in, I benefit from it”

Popular saying.

Harvesting in season*.

Intervention in the milling process, 
pressing and extraction in season
Oil tasting

Typical lunch at the farmhouse

* Consult seasons
**Possibility of out of season 
***Possibility of Meeting Room
****Has 4 double rooms

4. PURE ORGANIC OIL EXPERIENCE



A different way of giving to others and team

building at the same time. An association of people

with disabilities will be the beneficiary of the action

in what they call "respite activities". These are

actions to take users out of their environment and

enjoy an activity of integration and awareness with

other people to enrich their relational part. Mixed

teams of people with disabilities and people from

the company will be generated through

cooperative, communicative and dynamic games.

Team Building activity half or full time

*Possibility of lunch and/or dinner

“Solidarity should
be the language of

the world”
Anonymous.

5. SOLIDARITY TEAMBUILDING



Getting out of the comfort zone by relying on the

team. There is nowhere to hide in the game. We

want them to bring out the child in them and present

it to the rest of the team to show another version of

ourselves that we don't have the chance to express

in our day-to-day work, getting into different topics

so that they abandon their roles and bring out their

inner child. Teams that play, learn and grow

together are healthy teams.

“All good things
begin with a little 
a little fear”

Anonymous.

Team Building activity half or full time

*Possibility of lunch and/or dinner
* Team Building can be created and customised for
each company. 

6. THEMATIC TEAMBUILDING



A day of relaxation and unforgettable

experiences with activities and a balanced

diet, to enhance the self by broadening the

perspective of life. In the heart of the Sierra

de Mariola, in a 19th century farmhouse

completely restored and with all the

comforts. A day to feel better.

“The time to 
relax is when you don't
have time for it.”

Jim Goodwin.

Yoga class 

Coffee break

Guided nature walk 

Lunch with macrobiotic menu

Sound Relaxation

7. RECHARGING BATTERIES



We invite you to spend a day discovering

the best kept secrets of these insects that

are so vital for human life. As a way of

collaborating, this incentive day will also

serve as an opportunity for employees to

learn about the importance of teamwork in

a unique environment with the only

organic beekeepers in the Valencian

Community.

“No bee lives except to
serve the others. By
being one, they all

progress”
Jesús Manzano.

Visit to the Apiary in beekeeper's costumes, extraction
of frames from the hive, explanation of the on site.

8. DISCOVER HONEY'S SECRETS

Guided tour of the centenary cork oak grove.

Complementary explanation with questions on

the terrace of the restaurant.

Organic honey tasting. 5€ supplement.



We have prepared a tasting of local, seasonal,

organic products produced by the restaurant

where you will do the activity. A different way to

enjoy a business lunch. Disconnect, relax and let

yourself be delighted by explosions of flavours

that will leave no one indifferent. Share opinions,

comment and enjoy this experience surrounded

by mountains in a panoramic room or, weather

permitting, on the terrace.

"The best social
network is a table

surrounded by people".

Tasting with the restaurant's own
water, Serrano olive oil, local artisan
bread, sourdough and organic,
Segorbe ham croquette, Almedíjar
cheeses, organic honey, coca de
huerta, organic, artisan, local and
gluten-free beer, white and red,
organic and vegan wine.

9. KM 0 FLAVOURS



With SAÓ, setting up a solidarity incentive is very

easy. All it takes is a few small actions that can

turn you into the driving force that other people

or companies with concerns need to take the

first step towards solidarity and commitment.

And what better way than by planting a tree?

Together we will contribute to offsetting CO2

emissions well above the conventional

calculation in an activity lasting 30 to 45

minutes.

"If I knew the world
was ending

tomorrow, I would
still plant a tree

today".
Martin L. King

Tree planting in pairs

They will take care of it for life

Installation of drip irrigation and hummus
to guarantee its good development

10. SUPPORT A FOREST



To raise awareness about the environment, an

activity like this, related to the cause, will help

to strengthen bonds in a series of activities in

which the skill and intelligence of the teams will

be put into play so that they can create

strategies and collaborate with each other as a

group. A whole day that will end with music and

dances to forget the stress of everyday life and

always remember the importance of conserving

our planet with a smile on your face.

“A society is defined not
only by what it creates,

but also by what it refuses
to destroy.”

J. Shawhill

Management, design and coordination of the
activity Staging for actors

Costumes for actors and thematic props

Guardians of the Environment

Material needed for the tests

Percussion instruments

Travel and subsistence allowance

11. THE GUARDIANS OF THE
ENVIRONMENT



OFFSET YOUR 
CARBON FOOTPRINT

WITH GREEN TRAVEL SPAIN



0  C a r b o n  f o r
c o m p a n i e s  t h a t  t h i n k
g r e e n

T H E  G R E E N
S I D E  O F  M I C E
T O U R I S M

We calculate, on a monthly
basis, the carbon footprint of all
your company's travels.

We indicate the value of the
offset value.

At Green Travel Spain we can help the

most conscientious companies to

offset the carbon footprint of their

travel.

We have a tool for calculate the

carbon footprint caused by the travel

of employees and and executives,

facilitating the possibility to offset it

through reforestation or local

development projects. 

This offsetting will be certified and
may also be deductible.

The company decides whether to
compensate 100% or only a part
of it.

We propose projects to offset
your carbon footprint.

We manage with CeroCO2 your
offsetting.

The company makes the
deductible offsetting contribution
tax-deductible.

We deliver the compensation
certificate.

1.

How do we do this?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



WE OFFER YOU SOME OF OUR MOST ECO-FRIENDLY, HEALTHY, SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE AND SUSTAINABLE TRIPS, WITH SCHEDULED DEPARTURES

SO THAT YOU CAN EXPERIENCE A GREEN HOLIDAY. ENTER
WWW.GREENTRAVELSPAIN.COM AND START TRAVELLING WITH A

CONSCIENCE.

DISCOVER THE GREAT GREEN
TRAVEL SPAIN EXPERIENCES

2023 - 2024

https://greentravelspain.com/


+34 961 06 49 03

hello@greentravelspain.com

 www.greentravelspain.com
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